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ABOUT

Jazz Hands Foundation is a

registered non-profit that teaches

English communication to students

from underserved communities

using drama. By using a student-run

volunteer model, we are able to fill in

the gap of ESL teachers in

classrooms with volunteers that are

proficient in English.

 

We strive towards achieving a state

of socio-economic balance in the

country by teaching English using

drama. Given the current scenario

where there is an immense need for

a bridge between the two socio-

economic stratas of the country, we

decided to create it. 

 

With our drama-based curriculum,

we have connected two distinct

student communities to uplift one

another, and use English to break the

cycle of poverty.

 

Our goal goes beyond just creating

student-teacher relationships. In fact,

we want to create friendships that

act as support systems beyond

classrooms and aid students and

volunteers in all aspects of their life.

 

.
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CEO 'S  NOTE

WHAT'S NEXT FOR JAZZ ?

Over the next 3 years, we want Jazz Hands

and all its programs to be accessible to

maximum students in Pune. We want to

expand our operations to reach remote

pockets of the city in order to keep

building the connections required to

ensure an equal access to education. 

 

In addition to a revamped curriculum

which will be easier to understand and

disseminate, we hope to provide other

institutions and other countries access to

the resources we have known to work. We

promise our volunteers better leadership

opportunities, spaces for individual growth

and a continued expansion of the Jazz

family! 

 

With love, 

 

 

 

Arya Diwase

CEO, Jazz Hands Foundation 

 

In the 4 years that we have been

operational, Jazz Hands has

succeeded in bringing together a city

like never before. We have managed

to start a conversation amongst the

most diverse student communities

about the importance of bridging the

divide that exists between us.

 

Jazz Hands has been a family of sorts

for everyone involved with us. From

volunteers to teachers, everyone who

has been a part of this journey has

found something to cherish for life -

whether that's a new friend, revelation

of a skill or a deeper connection to

their community.

 

Through the ups and downs, the

leadership of this organisation, the

volunteers and our local partners have

supported us to keep the dream of

education equality alive.

 

As this family continues to grow, so

will our zeal to empower every

student in India and create

opportunities to serve, succeed and

shine.
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In an ESL (English as Second Language)

classroom, drama is an effective method

as it allows the teacher to present the

target language in an active,

communicative and contextualised way. 

 

For students that face multiple

hardships at home, drama is fun,

unconventional and a much-needed

physical release. Drama offers

community-building opportunities in a

classroom where there are students of

varying levels of language proficiency. It

also helps sensitise these children to

other people’s thoughts, feelings and

behaviour. 

 

Jazz Hands has multiple sessions in a

year. Our summer session focuses on

enhancing spoken English skills among

the students. The volunteers work on

stage presence, confidence boosting,

dialogue delivery, pronunciation, and

script writing. 

 

Our winter session is focused on

teaching basic grammar concepts using

drama-based methods. We have a

specifically designed curriculum that

helps teach existing syllabus for students

from grade 4th to 8th.

 

 

 

DRAMA  

CURRICULUM
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ENGLISH

PROFICIENCY  

Jazz Hands conducts unique

drama and activity-based

grammar sessions to support

the PMC’s English syllabus

for students from grade 4 to

grade 8. Our curriculum

works on developing the

students’ written, oral and

comprehension skills of the

English language.

 

Students performed better in

English written and oral exams

after 2 months of  Jazz Hands'

program intervention  

Students impacted over 4 years  

2000+
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Jazz Hands brings about a distinctive student-facilitator model where older

students mentor younger students, from which we derive our motto, ‘Students

in the service of students’. Our program is structured in a way that works on

developing key psychosocial and life skills that help these students in their

daily interactions. 

 

Based on the Life Skill Assessment Scale developed by Dream A Dream, Jazz

Hands enlisted teachers of partcipating schools to conduct an assessment of

the students before and after the Jazz Hands Drama program. 100 students

were given scores ranging from 1-5 in order to measure targeted life skills.

Increase in

confidence during

social interactions  

Increase in conflict

management skills 

Increase in

problem solving

capacity

Increase in ability

to take initiative 

LIFE  SKILLS  

66%
 

70%
 

68%
 

68%
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Jazz Hands has the largest student volunteer base in the city of Pune. Our

volunteers are between the ages of 16 years to 27 years. The Jazz Hands

volunteer model gives college students a chance to interact with students

from underserved communities, develop effective leadership skills and build

long-lasting bonds. 

Volunteers said they

would volunteer with us

again  

92%
 

Volunteers said Jazz

Hands allowed them to

make new friends
58%

 

Volunteers said they

developed leadership skills86%
 

Volunteers said they built

strong interpersonal

relationships with

students

84%
 

VOLUNTEER

ENGAGEMENT
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Volunteer Growth
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An annual report is a comprehensive

report on a company's activities

throughout the preceding year.

Annual reports are intended to give

shareholders and other interested

people information about the

company's activities and financial

performance.

PASTE L  DECO  &  CO .

LEADERSHIP

OPPORTUNITIES  

We have seen a steady increase in the leadership trajectory of our

volunteers. Jazz provides college students with various platforms to hone

their creative, problem solving, conflict management and leadership

skills. We have volunteering, internship and fellowship opportunities,

which allow our volunteers to transition through various stages of

leadership and responsibility.

74%
 

Volunteers found the leadership at Jazz

Hands effective
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 S T O R I E S  O F

C HAN G E

PRADYUMAN

VIDYANIKETAN SCHOOL VOLUNTEER

" I"ve been with Jazz Hands for four years and I

still haven't had enough of it. Being around

these kids brings out the child in you. I made

some long lasting friendships and learnt the

value of relationships not only with the people

around me but also the larger community. "

AYUSH & AMIT

SOPANRAO SCHOOL STUDENTS

 " Before Jazz Hands, we didn't know a single English

word but now, as a game, we try to have basic English

conversations with each other and it feels so good.

Learning English in a classroom was boring and we

didn't look forward to it but drama makes it fun and we

could spend the whole day learning English. "

PARINEETA

SOPANRAO SCHOOL FELLOW

 " June to September are the highlights of my year

because of Jazz! During sessions, I saw the children's

passion to learn and study which made me realise how

I took my education for granted. I decided to  change

that by contributing towards the educational goals of

these children through Jazz. "
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PASTE L  DECO  &  CO .

FINANCIAL  SUMMARY

 

Income and Expenditure

Particulars

Grants and donation

Total revenue (a)

Tax

Expenditure

Finance Cost

Administration Exp

Program costs

Auditors fee

Total expense (b)

Surplus (a-b)

Profit after Tax

20182019

408722

408722

220000

220000

242 474

3225 68,600

258,097 106,370

15,000 15,000

276564 190444

132158.00

132158.00

29,556.00

29,556.00

00
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